Introduction {#s1}
============

The study of vertical profiles of phytoplankton in marine ecosystem is of fundamental importance to know the dynamics and structure of aquatic microorganisms [@pone.0066765-Mann1]--[@pone.0066765-Beversdorf1]. In previous works, the distribution of phytoplankton in oceans and lakes have been obtained by using a deterministic approach to describe and reproduce the experimental data for the chlorophyll concentration. Two novelties are present in this work: i) the use of a stochastic approach to model the dynamics of more phytoplankton populations; ii) the comparison between theoretical and experimental distributions of chlorophyll concentration; this is performed by using, for each phytoplankton population, a conversion curve to obtain from the biomass concentrations the equivalent chlorophyll content. It is important to stress that marine ecosystems, because of the presence as well of non-linear interactions among their parts as deterministic and random perturbations due to environmental variables, are complex systems [@pone.0066765-Grenfell1]--[@pone.0066765-Chichigina3]. Therefore, in order to better reproduce this non-linear and noisy dynamics, it is necessary that the model takes into account the presence of external random fluctuations [@pone.0066765-Goryachev1], [@pone.0066765-Maye1] including, in the equations of our model, terms of multiplicative noise [@pone.0066765-Spagnolo4], [@pone.0066765-Valenti3]--[@pone.0066765-Denaro1].

Phytoplankton is an essential component of all aquatic ecosystems in terms of biomass, diversity and production [@pone.0066765-Veldhuis1], [@pone.0066765-Karsenti1], and is responsible for a significant fraction of marine primary production [@pone.0066765-Li1], [@pone.0066765-Estrada1]. The phytoplankton communities and their abundances depend on several phenomena of hydrological and biological origin, and involve different limiting factors [@pone.0066765-Mei1]. The Mediterranean waters are generally characterized by oligotrophic conditions, and a previous work [@pone.0066765-Patti1] has suggested that there is a decreasing trend over time in chlorophyll concentration in the Sicily Channel. This has been associated with increased nutrient limitation resulting from reduced vertical mixing due to a more stable stratification of the basin, in line with the general warming of the Mediterranean Sea [@pone.0066765-Patti1]--[@pone.0066765-Barale1].

It is worth noting that the production of fish species depends on the primary production of phytoplankton [@pone.0066765-Karsenti1], [@pone.0066765-Cuttitta1]--[@pone.0066765-MelbourneThomas1]. In general, the variations in the anchovy growth among different areas are mainly explained by changes in the chlorophyll concentration. In particular, due to a decrease of biomass concentration in last years, we observed that the values of the anchovy growth in some regions of the Sicily Channel result to be in the low end of the range [@pone.0066765-Basilone1]. Therefore, this limited fish production could be a marker of low phytoplankton concentration, indicating a weak primary production in this area [@pone.0066765-Brunet3], [@pone.0066765-Shigesada1].

In this work we report on a study conducted in a hydrologically stable area of Mediterranean Sea, where the light intensity and nutrient concentration select different species and groups along water column, contributing to determine the biodiversity of the ecosystem. In fact, the growth of all phytoplankton groups is limited by the intensity of light and concentration of nutrients [@pone.0066765-Klausmeier1], [@pone.0066765-Hickman1], [@pone.0066765-Beversdorf1], [@pone.0066765-Klausmeier2]. The light penetrates through the surface of the water and decreases exponentially along the water column. The nutrients, which are in solution, come from deeper layers of water column, near the seabed, and are characterized by an increasing trend from the surface waters to the benthic layer [@pone.0066765-Klausmeier1]--[@pone.0066765-Ryabov1], [@pone.0066765-Denaro1]. In Sicily Channel phosphorus, which is contained in phosphates present in solution, is the nutrient component playing the role of limiting factor for the growth of phytoplankton groups [@pone.0066765-Thingstad1], [@pone.0066765-RiberadAlcala1].

The responses of each picophytoplankton species to environment solicitations strongly depend on the biological and physical parameters [@pone.0066765-Hickman1], [@pone.0066765-Norberg1], [@pone.0066765-Yeo1]. In particular, half-saturation constants determine the position of the production layer and depth of concentration peak for every aquatic microorganism species, while the sinking velocity is strictly connected with the phytoplankton size. Moreover, it is known that growth rates and nutrient uptake play a main role in the balance of a marine ecosystem [@pone.0066765-Beversdorf1], [@pone.0066765-Fogg1], [@pone.0066765-Przelin1], and contribute to modify the composition of the phytoplankton communities.

In this paper we investigate two sites of the Strait of Sicily, localized between the eastern and western basins of Mediterranean Sea and characterized by weakly mixed water. The purpose of this work is to simulate the spatio-temporal distributions of two groups of picophytoplankton, i.e. picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus, which account about for 60% of total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration on average in Mediterranean Sea [@pone.0066765-Brunet1], [@pone.0066765-Garczarek1]. In order to study our marine ecosystem, it is necessary to set the correct values of the parameters. These have to guarantee the coexistence of the two groups [@pone.0066765-Ryabov1], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2], i.e. picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus, in the deep chlorophyll maximum (DCM).

Initially we use a deterministic advection-reaction-diffusion model to analyze the spatio-temporal evolution of the biomass concentrations of both groups, obtaining the distributions of the total *chlorophyll a* (*chl a*) and *divinil chlorophyll a* (*Dvchl a*) concentrations in stationary regime. Afterwards, in order to take into account the randomly fluctuating behaviour of the environmental variables, we study the ecosystem dynamics by a stochastic approach, by inserting terms of multiplicative Gaussian noise in the system equations. The numerical results are compared with experimental data sampled in two different sites of the Sicily Channel.

Environmental Data {#s1a}
------------------

Data used in this work were acquired in the period 12--24 August 2006 in the Sicily Channel area ([Fig. 1](#pone-0066765-g001){ref-type="fig"}) during the MedSudMed-06 Oceanographic Survey onboard the R/V Urania. Conductivity, temperature and density were sampled by means of the SBE911 plus CTD probe (Sea-Bird Inc.), while *chlorophyll a* and *divinil chlorophyll a* fluorescence measurements (*chl a*/*divinil chl a*, g ) were contemporary performed using the Chelsea Aqua 3 sensor. The CTD stations were located on a grid of 12×12 nautical miles in Mediterranean Sea, and the values of oceanographic parameters were collected along a transect between the Sicilian and the Libyan coasts. The collected data were processed, generating a text file for each station, where the values of the experimental data were estimated with a 1 m step.

![Locations of the CTD stations where the experimental data were collected. (Courtesy of Valenti et al., 2012 (Ref. [@pone.0066765-Valenti4])).](pone.0066765.g001){#pone-0066765-g001}

In this work, two sites out of the whole data set were considered. In particular, the selected stations were located at south of Malta (site L1105) and on the Libyan continental shelf (site L1129b) (see [Fig. 1](#pone-0066765-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Here, hydrological parameters remained constant for the entire sampling period and were representative of the oligotrophic Mediterranean Sea in summer [@pone.0066765-Patti1]. Nutrient concentrations, i.e nitrate and phosphate, were not sampled.

Phytoplanktonic Data {#s1b}
--------------------

The quantity that indicates the presence of phytoplankton biomass in marine environment is the concentration of *chlorophyll a* and *divinil chlorophyll a* [@pone.0066765-Brunet1], [@pone.0066765-Brunet2]. Moreover, the contribution of each phytoplankton group to the total phytoplankton biomass is obtained using group-specific conversion factors empirically determined, and based on the analysis of taxonomic pigments [@pone.0066765-Casotti1], [@pone.0066765-Casotti2]. These pigments have been used as size class markers of two main size fractions: picophytoplankton () and nano- and micro-phytoplankton ().

The picophytoplankton size fraction accounts for 80% of the total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* on average in the Strait of Sicily, and is mainly represented by two groups: picoprokaryotes and picoeukaryotes. The picoprokaryotes group is dominated by two species of cyanobacteria, i.e. Synechococcus and Prochlorococcus, while picoeukaryotes group is mainly represented by pelagophytes and prymnesiophytes [@pone.0066765-Brunet1]. Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and picoeukaryotes are usually identified and measured based upon their scattering and autofluorescence [@pone.0066765-Brunet1]. This is due to the presence of *chl a* or *Dvchl a* molecules in their cells. Finally, Prochlorococcus and picoeukaryotes contribute equally to the picophytoplankton in terms of *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentrations, even if Prochlorococcus are numerically more abundant than the picoeukaryotes group [@pone.0066765-Brunet2].

The nano- and micro-phytoplankton fraction amounts in average to 20% of the total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* and is uniformly distributed along the water column. This size fraction is dominated by prymnesiophytes and diatoms.

Picophytoplankton groups present eco-physiological properties [@pone.0066765-Raven1]--[@pone.0066765-Mendona1] that make them appropriate to be studied by the use of biological models. In fact, the small size of Prochlorococcus and picoeukaryotes leads to a low package effect, which contributes to the light-saturated rate of photosynthesis that can be achieved at relatively low irradiances [@pone.0066765-Raven1], [@pone.0066765-Raven2]--[@pone.0066765-Finkel1]. This feature allows the growth of picoeukaryotes in deeper layers of the water column. Conversely, a low nutrient uptake of picoeukaryotes leads to an enough high nutrient concentration in shallower layers of the water column, where Prochlorococcus are localized and their growth is allowed. Because of their peculiarities and relevant role in the functioning of the ecosystem, Prochlorococcus and picoeukaryotes constitute two populations that can coexist in same marine environment. In these conditions they are suitable to be described by a model of population dynamics [@pone.0066765-Huisman1], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov1], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2].

In the Strait of Sicily [@pone.0066765-Brunet1], [@pone.0066765-Brunet2], [@pone.0066765-Casotti2], the average picoeukaryotes concentration in the DCM is cell ml, and the mean value of *chl a* cell ranges between 10 and 660 fg *chl a* cell along the water column, with a significant exponential increase with depth (see [Fig. 2a](#pone-0066765-g002){ref-type="fig"}) [@pone.0066765-Hickman1]. The concentration of *chl a* per cell in picoeukaryotes is highly variable among different water masses, with significantly higher values in the DCM respect to the surface [@pone.0066765-Dimier1], [@pone.0066765-Brunet3], [@pone.0066765-Brunet4], [@pone.0066765-Dimier2].

![Mean vertical profile of *chl a* per picoeukaryote cell (panel a) and *Dvchl a* per Prochlorococcus cell (panel b).\
Error bars are Standard Deviation. Equation and for the fit are reported on the plots. (Courtesy of Brunet et al., 2007 (Ref. [@pone.0066765-Brunet2])).](pone.0066765.g002){#pone-0066765-g002}

In our ecosystem, picophytoplankton is numerically dominated by Prochlorococcus with average concentrations of cell ml. This species is more concentrated in DCM, where can achieve the mean value of cell ml. In particular, the marker of Prochlorococcus is *divinil chlorophyll a*, whose molecular structure is almost identical to that of *chlorophyll a*. The *Dvchl a* cellular content of total Prochlorococcus ranges between 0.25 and 2.20 fg *Dvchl a* cell along the water column, with a mean value exponentially increasing with depth (see [Fig. 2b](#pone-0066765-g002){ref-type="fig"}) [@pone.0066765-Brunet2].

Experimental analysis performed on samples collected in Sargasso Sea and Mediterranean Sea showed that the cellular content of *chl a* and *Dvchl a* increases in Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus with decreasing light intensity [@pone.0066765-Moore1]. In particular, ranging from 1500 photons near the surface to less than 1 photons below the euphotic zone (approximately 100 m in Mediterranean Sea during the summer period), cells display a variety of differences. The most obvious ones are concomitant increases in cell size and pigment content, which generally occur below the depth of the mixed layers [@pone.0066765-Partensky1]. On the other side, for depth greater than 100 m, the cell concentration of picophytoplankton shows a considerable decrease, due to the dramatic diminution of the light intensity, which becomes less than of the light intensity at the sea surface. The consequent strong reduction of cell concentration below euphotic zone allows to exploit the conversion curves shown in [Fig. 2](#pone-0066765-g002){ref-type="fig"} also for depth below 100 m, describing, without significative errors, the increase in pigment content per cell.

In general, picophytoplankton ranges from 40% to 90% of total *chl a* along the water column, with an average value of 69% close to the DCM. Picoprokaryotes are dominant in the first 50 meters, but are replaced by picoeukaryotes in deeper water [@pone.0066765-Brunet2].

The fluorescence profiles for *chl a* concentration, acquired in the Sicily Channel during the MedSudMed-06 Oceanographic Survey, show a nonmonotonic behaviour, as a function of the depth, characterized by the presence of DCM in both sites (see [Fig. 3](#pone-0066765-g003){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, the *chlorophyll a* concentrations range between and *chl a* l, with a deep chlorophyll maximum always present between and m depth. Finally, we observed different depth, shape and width of the DCM in the two sites studied.

![Profiles of *chl a* concentration measured in sites L1129b (panel a) and L1105 (panel b).\
The black lines have been obtained by connecting the experimental points corresponding to samples distanced of 1 meter along the water column. The total number of samples measured in the two sites is for L1129b, and for L1105. (Courtesy of Denaro et al., 2013 (Ref. [@pone.0066765-Denaro1])).](pone.0066765.g003){#pone-0066765-g003}

Methods {#s2}
=======

The spatio-temporal behaviour of the two picophytoplankton groups is analyzed by using a stochastic model with conditions typical of the Mediterranean Sea, where the vertical water columns are weakly mixed. In [Fig. 4](#pone-0066765-g004){ref-type="fig"} we give a schematic representation of the mechanism underlying the phytoplankton dynamics. The mathematical tool used to simulate the picophytoplankton dynamics is an advection-reaction-diffusion model. The analysis is performed considering two different populations: (i) picoeukaryotes group; (ii) Prochlorococcus, which is a species belonging to the picoprokaryotes group. Analysis and numerical elaborations are divided in two phases:

![Scheme of the mechanism responsible for the phytoplankton dynamics (modified from original figure by Alexey Ryabov).\
Inset: (a) Prochlorococcus PCC 9511 (courtesy of Rippka et al., 2000 (Ref. [@pone.0066765-Rippka1])), (b) Micromonas NOUM17 (courtesy of Augustin Engman, Rory Welsh, and Alexandra Worden). (Color online).](pone.0066765.g004){#pone-0066765-g004}

-   *Phase 1*. The distributions of biomass concentrations (picoeukariotes) and (Prochlorococcus), and nutrient concentration are obtained along the weakly mixed water column as a function of the time *t* and depth *z*, by using a deterministic model based on three differential equations. The results obtained are in a good qualitative agreement with the experimental data collected in the two different sites of the Strait of Sicily.

-   *Phase 2*. In order to obtain, from a quantitative point of view, a more significative agreement between theoretical results and experimental data, the random fluctuations of the environmental variables are taken into account. In particular, a stochastic model is devised, starting from the deterministic one and inserting into the equations terms of multiplicative Gaussian noise. Specifically, as a first step, a term of multiplicative noise is added only in the differential equation for the nutrient concentration (case 1). As a second step, terms of multiplicative noise are inserted also into the equations for the biomass concentrations of picoeukariotes and Prochlorococcus (case 2). By this way, the effects of the environmental noise on picophytoplankton distributions are analyzed.

The Deterministic Model {#s2a}
-----------------------

In this section, we consider a deterministic advection-reaction-diffusion model [@pone.0066765-Klausmeier1]--[@pone.0066765-Ryabov1] to analyze the dynamics of the two picophytoplanktonic groups, distributed along a one-dimensional spatial domain (-direction). In particular, we assume that the interaction of these populations with the environment occurs through two factors that limit the growth of the aquatic microorganisms: light intensity and nutrient, i.e. phosphorus. The model allows to obtain the dynamics of the biomass concentrations of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus, and , nutrient concentration and light intensity . A crucial role in the phytoplankton dynamics is played by three different factors: growth and loss of biomass concentration, and movement of the single microorganisms.

The growth rates of the two picophytoplankton groups are strictly connected with and , whose characteristics of limiting factors [@pone.0066765-Klausmeier1], [@pone.0066765-Mei1], [@pone.0066765-Klausmeier2], [@pone.0066765-Bougaran1] are implemented in the model by the Monod kinetics [@pone.0066765-Turpin1]. The gross phytoplankton growth rates per capita are given by , where and are obtained by the Michaelis-Menten formulas where is the maximum growth rate, and and are the half-saturation constants for light intensity and nutrient concentration, respectively, of the *i-th* picophytoplankton group. These constants depend on the metabolism of the specific microorganisms considered. In particular, and contribute to determine the position along the water column (depth) of the maximum (peak) of biomass concentration for each species. The biomass loss of the *i-th* picophytoplankton group, connected with respiration, death, and grazing, occurs at a rate [@pone.0066765-Klausmeier1]--[@pone.0066765-Ryabov1]. The gross per capita growth rates are defined as

The movement of phytoplankton groups depends on turbulence, responsible for a passive movement of the phytoplankton. Turbulence is modeled by vertical diffusion coefficient , which we assume uniform with the depth in both sites. Sinking velocities of the two picophytoplankton groups, and , describe another passive movement of picoeukaryotes and picoprokaryotes along water column towards deeper layers [@pone.0066765-Klausmeier1], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov3]. Positive velocities are oriented downward (sinking) for both groups, and are set equal to those observed in experimental data [@pone.0066765-Huisman1], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov1].

Taken together, these assumptions about growth, loss, and movement result in the following differential equations for the dynamics of the biomass concentrations of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus [@pone.0066765-Huisman1], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov1], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2].

Boundary conditions for concentrations of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus biomass describe no-flux in both surface layer and seabed :

The nutrient concentration is consumed by both the picophytoplankton groups, and a further quantity of nutrient is obtained from dead phytoplankton by a recycling process. Furthermore, turbulence is also responsible for mixing of the nutrient concentration along the water column and it is described by the vertical diffusion coefficient . All these processes are modeled by the following equation. where and are nutrient recycling coefficient and nutrient content of the *i-th* picophytoplankton group, respectively.

Nutrients do not come from the top of the water column but are supplied from the bottom. In particular, nutrient concentration at the bottom of the water column, , is fixed at value , which is different in the two sites investigated. Thus the boundary conditions are described by the following equations:

The light intensity is assumed to decrease exponentially according to Lamber-Beer's law [@pone.0066765-Hickman1], [@pone.0066765-Shigesada1], [@pone.0066765-Kirk1].where are the absorption coefficients of the *i-th* picophytoplankton group, is the background turbidity, and is the incident light intensity at the water surface.

The Stochastic Model {#s2b}
--------------------

The theoretical model discussed in the previous section is based on a deterministic approach. However, it is worth to recall that the marine ecosystems are complex systems, that is open systems characterized by non-linear interactions [@pone.0066765-Spagnolo4], [@pone.0066765-Maye1], [@pone.0066765-Denaro1], [@pone.0066765-Valenti5]--[@pone.0066765-Spagnolo7]. In particular, each picophytoplankton group not only interacts with all other populations, but is also subject to environmental variables, such as turbulence and availability of food resources, which affects the ecosystem dynamics through deterministic and random perturbations. In this context, random variations of species concentrations [@pone.0066765-Grenfell1]--[@pone.0066765-Bjrnstad1], [@pone.0066765-Chichigina1], [@pone.0066765-Chichigina2] are fundamental aspects that can not be neglected when seeking a better understanding of the dynamics of complex living systems. Here the fluctuations of temperature, food resources, and other environmental parameters can be modeled by including multiplicative noise sources [@pone.0066765-Spagnolo1], [@pone.0066765-LaBarbera1], [@pone.0066765-Spagnolo4], [@pone.0066765-Valenti5], that can effectively reproduce experimental data in population dynamics [@pone.0066765-Mikhailov1]--[@pone.0066765-Manor1].

We note that the same arguments hold for nutrients, whose random fluctuations should be modeled by terms of multiplicative noise, according to the approach widely used to describe stochastic dynamics not only in physics, but also in biology, ecology, economy, or social sciences [@pone.0066765-Muoz1]. This agrees with the observation that the effects of fluctuations have to be proportional to the activity densities [@pone.0066765-Schenzle1]--[@pone.0066765-Sornette1], which are in our system the biomass and nutrient concentrations.

We recall also that problems, which involve absorbing states, are described by equations whose noise amplitude is proportional to the square root of the space and time dependent activity density. Such systems include propagating epidemics, autocatalytic reactions, and reaction-diffusion problems [@pone.0066765-Muoz1].

Finally we underline that in our ecosystem biomass and nutrient concentrations are affected by unpredictable changes mainly generated by two sources of fluctuations: i) vertical mixing along the water column due to the random variations of the velocity field, ii) gain or loss of biomass and nutrient concentrations among different water columns due to random horizontal movement. Thus the multiplicative noise, used in population dynamics and reaction-diffusion problems [@pone.0066765-Mikhailov1], [@pone.0066765-Barrera1]--[@pone.0066765-Ciuchi2], within our specific physical and biological context describes the two above mentioned noise sources. These are responsible for the real behaviour of the ecosystem, characterized by an intrinsically non-deterministic dynamics.

Therefore, in order to reproduce the dynamics of the picophytoplankton groups and nutrient concentration, taking into account the role of environmental fluctuations, we modify the model given by Eqs. (4)--(9), including terms of multiplicative noise.

**Case 1.** The environmental noise affects only the nutrient concentration. In this case, Eqs. (4),(5),(6),(8),(9) remain unchanged, while Eq. (7) is replaced by

**Case 2.** The environmental noise affects the concentrations of picoeukaryotes biomass, Prochlorococcus biomass and nutrient. Therefore, Eqs. (6),(8),(9) are the same, while Eqs. (4),(5) and (7) become.

Here , and are statically independent and spatially uncorrelated white Gaussian noises with the following properties: , , , with . Here and are the intensities of the noise sources which act on the *i-th* picophytoplanktonic group and nutrient, respectively.

Simulation Setting {#s2c}
------------------

In order to reproduce the spatial distributions observed in the experimental data for the total concentration of *chl a* and *Dvchl a* (see [Fig. 3](#pone-0066765-g003){ref-type="fig"}), we choose the values of the environmental and biological parameters so that the monostability condition is obtained. This corresponds to the presence of a deep chlorophyll maximum for both picophytoplankton groups [@pone.0066765-Klausmeier1]--[@pone.0066765-Ryabov1], [@pone.0066765-Denaro1], which coexist in the same ecosystem even if the maximum concentration for each group is localized at a different depth [@pone.0066765-Hickman1]. The numerical values assigned to the parameters are shown in [Table 1](#pone-0066765-t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0066765.t001

###### Parameters used in the model.

![](pone.0066765.t001){#pone-0066765-t001-1}

  Symbol                                   Quantity                                         Unit          Site L1129b   Site L1105
  -------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------- ------------- ------------
                                   Incident light intensity                           mol photons m s       1404.44      1383.19
                                     Background turbidity                                    m               0.045        0.045
                           Absorption coefficient of picoeukaryotes                        m cell                      
                          Absorption coefficient of Prochlorococcus                        m cell                      
                                  Depth of the water column                                  m                         
                                Vertical turbulent diffusivity                              cm s                       
                        Maximum specific growth rate of picoeukaryotes                       h                         
                       Maximum specific growth rate of Prochlorococcus                       h                         
              Half-saturation constant of light-limited growth of picoeukaryotes      mol photons m s                  
            Half-saturation constant of nutrient-limited growth of picoeukaryotes     mmol nutrient m                  
             Half-saturation constant of light-limited growth of Prochlorococcus      mol photons m s                  
            Half-saturation constant of nutrient-limited growth of Prochlorococcus    mmol nutrient m                  
                             Specific loss rate of picoeukaryotes                            h                         
                            Specific loss rate of Prochlorococcus                            h                         
                              Nutrient content of picoeukaryotes                     mmol nutrient cell                
                             Nutrient content of Prochlorococcus                     mmol nutrient cell                
                       Nutrient recycling coefficient of picoeukaryotes                dimensionless                   
                      Nutrient recycling coefficient of Prochlorococcus                dimensionless                   
                              Sinking velocity of picoeukaryotes                            m h                        
                             Sinking velocity of Prochlorococcus                            m h                        
                                  Nutrient concentration at                           mmol nutrient m                  

The values of the biological parameters are those typical of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus.

The values of the biological parameters have been chosen to reproduce the behaviour of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus. In particular, for both groups, the maximum specific growth rates are in agreement with ones measured from other authors [@pone.0066765-Dimier3] and the sinking velocity is set to the typical value for picophytoplankton, m day [@pone.0066765-Huisman1]. The half-saturation constants, and , for the two groups are set to obtain a suitable position of production layers and a certain depth for the position of the peak of biomass concentration. Since picoeukariotes consist of picophytoplankton species that are better adapted to lower light intensity than Prochlorococcus, we fix . Viceversa, since Prochlorococcus is better adapted to lower nutrient concentration than picoeukariotes group, we set . As a consequence, the peak of picoeukaryotes concentration along the water column tends to be deeper than the peak of Prochlorococcus concentration. It is worth noting that the nutrient content of the picoeukaryotes, , is set to different values in the two sites investigated in this work. This choice can be explained recalling that, in the Mediterranean Sea, the picoeukaryotes group located in DCM includes several species. As a consequence, depending of the marine site analyzed, different ecotypes of this group prevail and nutrient content changes accordingly [@pone.0066765-Beversdorf1], [@pone.0066765-MoonVanDerStaay1]. Viceversa, the nutrient content of picoprokaryotes () is set equal in both sites because Prochlorococcus is the only species of its group present in DCM. We recall that the parameters and contribute to determine the steady distributions of the picophytoplankton concentrations. Experimental findings indicate that (i) the peak of biomass concentration of Prochlorococcus is shallower than that of picoeukaryotes and (ii) the cell concentration of Prochlorococcus is much higher than that of picoeukaryotes. In these conditions a smaller amount of nutrient is available for Prochlorococcus localized in the biomass peak. Therefore, in order to obtain for the two picophytoplankton groups, the correct cell concentrations as found in field observations, is set at a value much smaller than (see [Table 1](#pone-0066765-t001){ref-type="table"}). The absorption coefficient of Prochlorococcus, fixed in our model, is very different from that of the picoeukaryotes. In fact, due to the low nutrient concentration in higher layers and different average cell concentration of the two groups ( cells ml for picoeukariotes and cells ml for Prochlorococcus), we had to exploit an absorption coefficient for Prochlorococcus lower than that used for picoeukaryotes. In particular, in order to obtain the same gradient of light intensity inside the production layers [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2], we set m cell. All the other biological parameters are the same in both sites in agreement with ones used from other authors [@pone.0066765-Huisman1], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov1].

The values of the environmental parameters have been chosen to reproduce marine ecosystem of Sicily Channel in summer, i.e. oligotrophic water and high light intensity. The water column depths used in the model are fixed according to those measured in the corresponding marine sites. The diffusion coefficients are fixed at typical values of weakly mixed water ( cm s for site L1129b and cm s for site L1105). This choice is due to the fact that the site L1129b is placed on the Libyan continental shelf, not far from the coast, where turbulence is low. Conversely, the site L1105 is located in the middle of Sicily Channel, where vertical diffusion coefficient is greater respect to the Libyan coast because the flow of the Modified Atlantic Water (MAW) and Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) are responsible for a bigger turbulence. Moreover, we set that the light intensity at the water surface, , is larger than mol photons m s in both sites. This is due to the fact that the sampling of the experimental data occurred during summer (August 2006), when the light intensity achieves maximum values in Mediterranean Sea. In particular, the light intensities used in this study were fixed using data available on the NASA web site (<http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/sse/RETScreen/>). Finally, nutrient concentrations at depth were fixed at values such as to obtain, for each site, a peak of biomass concentration at the same position of the peak experimentally observed.

Results {#s3}
=======

The spatio-temporal dynamics of the biomass and nutrient concentrations are obtained by numerically integrating Eqs. (4)--(9). The numerical method, whose computer implementation consists in a C++ program, exploits an explicit finite difference scheme. In order to get the steady spatial distributions, we solved numerically our equations over a time interval long enough to achieve the stationary solution [@pone.0066765-Fennel1]. As initial conditions, for each marine sites analyzed, we fixed that the picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus biomasses are concentrated in two layers close to the deep chlorophyll maximum experimentally observed. On the other side, the phosphorus concentration decrease linearly above seabed up to DCM, while remain approximately constant from this point to the water surface.

Solution by Deterministic Approach {#s3a}
----------------------------------

A preliminary analysis (results here not shown) indicates that large values of lead to stationary conditions characterized by the presence of a DCM, where two species can coexist, while large values of (nutrient concentration close to seabed) determine an upper chlorophyll maximum (UCM) [@pone.0066765-Ryabov1], where picoeukaryotes prevail and Prochlorococcus undergoes a strong reduction. In particular, for fixed values of and , an increase of generates a displacement of picoeukaryotes towards higher layers, where the production layer of Prochlorococcus is located. As a consequence of light limitation, Prochlorococcus moves upward in the direction of surface layers of the water column. If is very high, we can observe an upper chlorophyll maximum (UCM) due to the picoeukaryotes group and the disappearance of Prochlorococcus. These results are in agreement with those shown in Ref. [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2].

By solving Eqs. (4)--(9) for the maximum simulation time , the stationary solution already appears for . Therefore, in order to obtain the stationary distributions for the biomass concentrations of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus, and the profile of light intensity, it is sufficient to set . The results are shown in [Fig. 5](#pone-0066765-g005){ref-type="fig"}. We observe the presence of a picoeukaryotes biomass peak (panels a, d of [Fig. 5](#pone-0066765-g005){ref-type="fig"}) in correspondence of the two experimental DCMs (see [Fig. 3](#pone-0066765-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, a Prochlorococcus biomass peak (panels b, e of [Fig. 5](#pone-0066765-g005){ref-type="fig"}) is observed close to the two experimental DCMs (see again [Fig. 3](#pone-0066765-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Finally the typical exponential behaviour of the light intensity is found (panels c, f of [Fig. 5](#pone-0066765-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Stationary distributions of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus biomass concentrations and light intensity: site L1129b (panels a, b, c) and site L1105 (panels d, e, f) as a function of depth.](pone.0066765.g005){#pone-0066765-g005}

We recall that our experimental data are expressed in g/l (see [Fig. 3](#pone-0066765-g003){ref-type="fig"}), which is the unit of measure used for *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentrations. Therefore, in order to compare the numerical results with experimental profiles, the theoretical cell concentrations of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus (expressed in cell/m) have been converted into *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentrations (expressed in g/l) by using, respectively, the curves of mean vertical profile obtained by Brunet et al. [@pone.0066765-Brunet1], [@pone.0066765-Brunet2]. Since the structure of the *chlorophyll a* molecule is almost identical to that of *Dvchlorophyll a*, we summed their concentrations to get theoretical equilibrium profiles consistent with those obtained from the experimental data. It is also important to recall that in Sicily Channel nano--phytoplankton, micro-phytoplankton and Synechococcus account about for 43% of the total quantity of *chl a* and *Dvchl a* [@pone.0066765-Brunet1], [@pone.0066765-Brunet2]. This quantity is quite uniformly distributed along the water column. Therefore, we considered this fraction of the total biomass and divided it by depth, obtaining for each site the value , which represents a constant concentration along the whole water column, due to other phytoplankton species present in the marine ecosystem [@pone.0066765-Denaro1]. Then, along the water column, we added the numerical concentrations with and obtained, for both sites, the stationary theoretical profiles consistent with the experimental ones (see [Fig. 6](#pone-0066765-g006){ref-type="fig"}). Here it is possible to observe a fairly good agreement between experimental data (green line) and numerical results (red line). However, in site L1129b the theoretical distribution of *chl a* and *Dvchl a* is characterized by a shape quite different from that of the experimental profile. Moreover, in site L1105 we note that the magnitude of the theoretical DCM is larger than that obtained from the real data. Finally, we performed a quantitative comparison based on the goodness-of-fit test . The results (here not shown) indicate that, respect to the one-species model, this description provides in both sites theoretical results in a better agreement with the experimental findings [@pone.0066765-Valenti4], [@pone.0066765-Denaro1].

![Theoretical distributions (red line) of the total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration in stationary conditions.\
The profiles, obtained by the deterministic model and given as a function of the depth, are compared with experimental distributions (green line) sampled in sites L1129b (panel a) and L1105 (panel b). (Color online).](pone.0066765.g006){#pone-0066765-g006}

Solution by Stochastic Approach {#s3b}
-------------------------------

In this section we perform the analysis of the stochastic model by numerically solving the corresponding equations. About the numerical integration, we recall that the calculus of stochastic differential equations with terms of white noise can be based on different definitions, i.e. Ito and Stratonovich schemes. This situation has led to a long controversy in physical literature. In particular, the Stratonovich's choice is the only definition of stochastic integral leading to a calculus with classic rules within the context of functional analysis. Moreover, a principle of invariance of the equation under "coordinate transformation" is invoked to pick the Stratonovich integral as the "right" one and reject the Ito integral as the "wrong" one. The principle refers to an invariance of the form of the stochastic differential equation under a non-linear transformation of the system. This invariance does not posses any physical virtue, but it is only a different way to say that the Stratonovich calculus obeys the familiar classic rules. The only quantities that have to be invariant under a coordinate transformation are the probabilities. This condition is of course guaranteed in both calculi. Finally we note that in biological applications often environmental fluctuations have a correlation time that is much shorter than the generation span. This allows to model the external fluctuations as a white noise (see Ref. [@pone.0066765-Horsthemke1], pp. 101, 102). In our ecosystem the environmental fluctuations occur over time scales, ranging from some seconds to few minutes, which are much shorter than the generation time of biomass and nutrient [@pone.0066765-Brunet5]. This indicates that the condition of "rapidly fluctuating variables" is ensured, and as a consequence environmental random variations can be modelled by white noise sources.

On this basis we conclude that the specific problem can be treated by performing the integration of the stochastic differential equations within the Ito scheme.

In particular we obtain, for different values of the noise intensities, the concentration profiles averaged over realizations [@pone.0066765-Spagnolo4], [@pone.0066765-Giuffrida1]. The presence of noise sources does not determine significant variations in the time necessary to reach the steady state. Therefore, accordingly to the deterministic analysis, in order to get the stationary solution, we solve the equations of the stochastic model fixing as a maximum time .

**Case 1.** We get the average theoretical distributions of total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration in each site (see [Figs. 7](#pone-0066765-g007){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#pone-0066765-g008){ref-type="fig"}), by following the same procedure as in deterministic approach.

![Theoretical distributions (red line) of the total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration (stochastic approach).\
The profiles were obtained in stationary regime for different values of (case 1 of the stochastic model) as a function of depth. The results are compared with the distributions of the total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration measured (green line) in site L1129b. The theoretical values were obtained averaging over numerical realizations. The values of the parameters are those shown in [Table 1](#pone-0066765-t001){ref-type="table"}. The noise intensities are: (a) (deterministic case), (b) , (c) , (d) , (e) and (f) . (Panels a and f: courtesy of Denaro et al., in press (Ref. [@pone.0066765-Denaro2])). (Color online).](pone.0066765.g007){#pone-0066765-g007}

![Theoretical distributions (red line) of the total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration (stochastic approach).\
The profiles were obtained in stationary regime for different values of (case 1 of the stochastic model) as a function of depth. The results are compared with the distributions of the total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration measured (green line) in site L1105. The theoretical values were obtained averaging over numerical realizations. The values of the parameters are those shown in [Table 1](#pone-0066765-t001){ref-type="table"}. The noise intensities are: (a) (deterministic case), (b) , (c) , (d) , (e) and (f) . (Color online).](pone.0066765.g008){#pone-0066765-g008}

Here, the results show that a decrease and a deeper localization of the DCMs, respect to the deterministic case, are present also for low noise intensities ( between and ). In order to evaluate the agreement of each theoretical distribution (red line) with the corresponding experimental one (green line), we use two comparative methods: goodness-of-fit test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. The results are shown in [Tables 2](#pone-0066765-t002){ref-type="table"} and [3](#pone-0066765-t003){ref-type="table"}, where indicates the reduced chi-square, while and are the maximum difference between the cumulative distributions and the corresponding probability for the K-S test, respectively. The black lines have been obtained by connecting the experimental points corresponding to samples distanced of 1 meter along the water column. The quantitative comparison, based on the goodness-of-fit test, shows a good agreement between theoretical and experimental profiles for both sites, better than in the deterministic case. In particular, the best value of the test is obtained for site L1129b with , and for site L1105 with two different values of the noise intensity, i.e. and . Analyzing the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test we get, in site L1105, the best agreement between experimental and theoretical distributions with , while in site L1129b the parameters and remain unchanged as varies. We note that the best agreement in site L1105 is obtained for a value of the noise intensity lower than that used in site L1129b. This can be explained by the fact that in site L1105 the DCM is deeper than in site L1129b (111 m vs. 88 m). As a consequence, in site L1105 the environmental variables, and therefore the peak of total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration, are subject to less intense random perturbations respect to site L1129b, which is closer to the water surface.

10.1371/journal.pone.0066765.t002

###### Results of , reduced chi-square (), and Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit tests for site L1129b with different values of (stochastic dynamics - case 1).
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D(K-S) and P(K-S) are the maximum difference between the cumulative distributions and the corresponding probability for the K-S test, respectively. The number of samples, used for the tests and distanced of 1 m, is n = 176, corresponding to consider the whole water column.

10.1371/journal.pone.0066765.t003

###### Results of , reduced chi-square (), and Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit tests for site L1105 at different values of (stochastic dynamics - case 1).
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D(K-S) and P(K-S) are the maximum difference between the cumulative distributions and the corresponding probability for the K-S test, respectively. The number of samples, used for the tests and distanced of 1 m, is n = 200, corresponding to consider from the surface the first 200 m of depth.

In order to better understand the dependence of the biomass concentration on the random fluctuations of the nutrient, we study for both sites the behaviour of the depth, width, and magnitude of the DCM as a function of . The results, shown in [Fig. 9](#pone-0066765-g009){ref-type="fig"}, indicate that the depth of the DCM slightly increases in both sites as a function of the noise intensity (see panels b, e). We note also that a decrease of the total concentration of *chl a* and *Dvchl a* is observed in the DCMs of the two sites (see panels a, d). At the same time we observe an increase, slightly faster in site L1105, of the width of the DCM (see panels c, f). The spread of DCM and reduction of its magnitude appear therefore to be strictly connected with each other. In general, the results (results here not shown) indicate that the phytoplankton biomass tends to disappear for . On the basis of this analysis, the nutrient concentration appears to play a crucial role in the stability of both phytoplankton groups, i.e. picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus. The presence of noise sources directly acting on the nutrient concentration could explain, in real ecosystems, events as the disappearance of the picophytoplankton biomass.

![Magnitude, depth, and width of the DCM as a function of obtained from the model.\
The values were obtained in stationary regime for site L1129b (panels a, b, c) and site L1105 (panels d, e, f).](pone.0066765.g009){#pone-0066765-g009}

**Case 2.** According to the procedure followed for case 1, we obtain in both sites the profiles of the total concentration of *chl a* and *Dvchl a* for suitable values of the noise intensity (, and for site L1129b; , and for site L1105). The results are shown in [Fig. 10](#pone-0066765-g010){ref-type="fig"}. In this case, the goodness-of-fit test (see [Table 4](#pone-0066765-t004){ref-type="table"}) exhibits values of the reduced chi-square ( for site L1129b and for site L1105) much lower than the values previously obtained from the stochastic approach in case 1. Viceversa, the statistical parameters, and , of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test remain unchanged for site L1129b, while indicate in site L1105 a worse agreement, with respect to case 1, between numerical results and experimental data. On the basis of these results we can conclude that in site L1129b the presence of noise sources, which act on the phytoplankton biomass, allows to further improve the agreement between theoretical results and experimental findings. Contrasting indications are provided, in site L1105, by the and K-S tests, about the role played by the noise sources and from the point of view of a better agreement between theoretical and experimental distributions.

![Theoretical distributions (red line) of the total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration (stochastic approach).\
The profiles were obtained in stationary regime for a given set of noise intensities (case 2 of the stochastic model) as a function of depth, and are compared with the corresponding experimental distributions (green line) in sites L1129b (panel a) and L1105 (panel b). The theoretical values were obtained averaging over numerical realizations. The values of the parameters are those shown in [Table 1](#pone-0066765-t001){ref-type="table"}. The noise intensities are: (a) , and for site L1129b; (b) , and for site L1105. (Color online).](pone.0066765.g010){#pone-0066765-g010}

10.1371/journal.pone.0066765.t004

###### Results of , reduced chi-square (), and Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit tests for sites L1129b and L1105, at fixed values of , and (stochastic dynamics - case 2).

![](pone.0066765.t004){#pone-0066765-t004-4}
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D(K-S) and P(K-S) are the maximum difference between the cumulative distributions and the corresponding probability for the K-S test, respectively. The number of samples, used for the tests and distanced of 1 m, is n = 176 for site L1129b, corresponding to consider the whole water column, and n = 200 for site L1105, corresponding to consider from the surface the first 200 m of depth.

In conclusion, the results obtained from the stochastic model indicate that the environmental fluctuations, connected with the random modifications of physical variables, such as temperature and salinity, can give rise to interesting effects: (i) "shift" of DCM towards a greater depth; (ii) "disappearance" of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus for higher noise intensity. These results could explain the time evolution of picophytoplankton populations in real ecosystems whose dynamics is continuously influenced by random fluctuations of the environmental variables [@pone.0066765-Grenfell1]--[@pone.0066765-Bjrnstad1].

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The work presented in this paper consisted in studying the dynamics of two picophytoplankton groups by using a stochastic model [@pone.0066765-Valenti4], [@pone.0066765-Denaro1], [@pone.0066765-Valenti5], [@pone.0066765-Liu1] and comparing the results with real data from the southern Mediterranean Sea. In particular we investigated two sites of the Strait of Sicily, where the waters are prevalently oligotrophic, i.e. with low nutrient concentrations, and the climatic parameters are those typical of a temperate region. The phytoplankton groups analyzed are picoeukaryotes and Prochlococcus, which account about for 60% of total chlorophyll on average in Mediterranean Sea and belong to the smaller size fraction (less than ) of phytoplankton, i.e. picophytoplankton.

In general, the composition of phytoplankton changes along the water column between the surface and the seabed. This is due to the fact that different groups of picophytoplankton show different responses to the limiting factors, i.e. light intensity and nutrient concentration [@pone.0066765-Beversdorf1]. In particular, picoeukaryotes is a nutrient-limited group localized in deep chlorophyll maximum, viceversa Prochlococcus is a light-limited species, which is forced to live close to the light source. It is important to underline that, for larger values of depth, the light intensity becomes a main limiting factor for other species of picophytoplankton, such as Synechococcus, which show a low degree of adaptability to smaller values of light intensity [@pone.0066765-Brunet4], [@pone.0066765-Moore1] and, as a consequence, can not survive in deep layers of water column corresponding to DCM. For these reasons, we chose to analyze only the behaviour of Prochlorococcus and picoeukaryotes, which are characterized by a high degree of genetic plasticity [@pone.0066765-Bibby1] and a good adaptability to lower light intensities [@pone.0066765-Dimier1], [@pone.0066765-Moore1], [@pone.0066765-Moore2]. These two factors allow Prochlorococcus and picoeukaryotes to dominate in the deep chlorophyll maximum [@pone.0066765-Brunet2].

In this article, the competition between picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus for light and phosphorus sources has been modeled by using a advection-reaction-diffusion model [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2], [@pone.0066765-Huisman2]. Moreover, the values of the biological parameters, such as maximum specific growth rates and sinking velocities, are those of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus, while some environmental parameters, such as incident light intensity and depth of the water column, are fixed at values obtained from real data. Finally, for the vertical turbulent diffusivity, , and nutrient concentration at the bottom of the water column, , we chose values suitable to reproduce, in stationary conditions, the deep chlorophyll maximum [@pone.0066765-Ryabov1], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2]. Both these parameters contribute to determine the nutrient availability along the water column and, as a consequence, to change the position, shape and magnitude of the peak of phytoplankton biomass [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2]. Preliminary analysis showed that an increase of favors the better light competitor, i.e. picoeukaryotes, viceversa an increase of favors the better nutrient competitor, i.e. Prochlorococcus. These results are in agreement with previous works of other authors [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov3].

In our model, we set in both sites the condition , corresponding to weakly mixed waters, which causes the phytoplankton peak to have a width of some meters, as observed in the experimental data. Furthermore, we fixed low values of the nutrient concentration at the bottom ( *mmol nutrient m*), corresponding to the condition of oligotrophic waters in both sites. In general, for our set of parameters, the deep chlorophyll maximum is always formed by both groups, even if the peak of Prochlorococcus biomass is localized above DCM. It is important to underline that in our analysis we used along the water column a constant value of vertical turbulent diffusivity. However, in order to evaluate the effects of the presence of an upper mixed layer (UML), we analyzed the phytoplankton dynamics fixing, in the surface layers i.e. above the thermocline, a high value of vertical turbulent diffusivity (). The numerical results (here not shown) were not in agreement with the experimental data. In conclusion, we observed that the approach used in Ref. [@pone.0066765-Ryabov2], [@pone.0066765-Ryabov3] describes the mechanisms of our ecosystem better than the Yoshiyama approach [@pone.0066765-Ryabov1], [@pone.0066765-Yoshiyama1].

In order to compare the numerical results with the experimental ones, we converted the theoretical biomass concentrations obtained from the model into *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration by using the mean vertical profile curves of Brunet at al. [@pone.0066765-Brunet2].

In our analysis, as a first step, we exploited a deterministic model. The results obtained show a qualitative agreement with the field observations, even if the theoretical and experimental distributions of total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration present some differences. In particular, the shape of the numerical distribution of total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration resulted quite different from the experimental profile in site L1129b, while the magnitude of the theoretical DCM in site L1105 was quite higher than the experimental value.

In order to take into account the effects of the noisy behaviour of the environmental variables, we inserted the contribution of the random fluctuations by adding a term of multiplicative Gaussian noise in the differential equation for the nutrient concentration (case 1). The numerical results showed that the presence of a noise source, which acts directly on the dynamics of the nutrient, allows to reproduce, in stationary conditions and for both marine sites analyzed, average profiles of the total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration in a better agreement with the experimental findings respect to the deterministic case. In particular, on the basis of two comparative methods ( goodness-of-fit test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), we found that position, shape and magnitude of the DCMs agree very well with the experimental ones in both sites. Afterwards we modified the model, considering also the effects of two multiplicative Gaussian noise sources, which act directly on the two picophytoplankton groups (case 2). In these conditions, for suitable noise intensities, the goodness-of-fit test exhibit in both sites values much lower than those previously obtained by the stochastic model in case 1. Viceversa, the values obtained from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test became worse respect to the deterministic model in one of the two marine sites analyzed, but remained unaltered for the other site, indicating that the random fluctuations which affect the nutrient dynamics play a main role in the dynamics of the ecosystem.

Conclusions {#s4a}
-----------

The results presented show that the stochastic model, which considers the dynamics of picoeukaryotes and Prochlorococcus, is able to reproduce biomass distributions in a marine ecosystem characterized by weakly mixed waters. In particular this work presents two novelties. First, a stochastic approach is used to describe the dynamics of two picophytoplankton populations. Second, theoretical results for biomass concentrations are converted into the corresponding chlorophyll content. This allows to perform a direct comparison between the chlorophyll concentration obtained by the model and the same quantity sampled in two different marine sites. A good agreement between theoretical results and experimental findings is obtained thanks to the presence of both phytoplankton groups considered in our analysis. More specifically, the approach used in this work allows to get distributions of total *chl a* and *Dvchl a* concentration in a good agreement with the experimental ones, even if the equations do not include explicitly environmental variables such as salinity, temperature and velocity field. We conclude observing that the results of this work could contribute, within the context of aquatic ecosystems, to devise a new class of models based on a stochastic approach and able to predict future changes, produced by global warming, in phytoplankton distributions.
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